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ABSTRACT 
Cloud is the emerging and thirst area of research and advantageous in all the fields. But security is the 

major concern for not adopting cloud for every application. Most of the security issues are related to 

authentication and data protection with the reference to cloud security alliance (CSA). The Proposed 

BEBA (Biometric encryption and Biometric authentication) protocol will almost overcome all the 

security issues in cloud environment. In BEBA protocol biometric encryption has been provided for the 

cloud consumer’s valuable data and biometric authentication has been used in a novel way to reduce the 

issues related to authentication and authorization. By implementing such method will vanish out the 

untrustedness of adopting cloud, specifically public and hybrid clouds.  Since all the users data have 

been stored in off premise.  Adopting this protocol has given great results when comparing with existing 

work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud computing has been the future of computing with plenty of advantages. Even though it has some lag in 

security so it has not been adopted by every industry. Has stated in NIST cloud reference architecture it has four 
deployment models (public, private, community and hybrid) and three service models (SAAS, PAAS, IAAS) [1] 
[2]. The public and hybrid clouds are the major models where the cloud consumers are afraid of storing their 
personal data. Since all the data have been stored and used in off premises without the knowledge of consumer. 
At the same time SAAS and IAAS are the services which are more vulnerable because cloud consumers data has 
been stored, used and manipulated. 

Has stated in notorious nine the article published by cloud security alliance (CSA) in 2013, Nine major 
problems affects the trust of using cloud in which most of the problems are happening by lack of authentication 
[3].  If authentication and identity management has been properly used, then data leakage, date breaches, identity 
theft, unauthorized access, data modification and denial of service can be reduced drastically. Biometric 
authentication is one of the best authentication mechanisms in which no need to possess anything and no need to 
remember anything but gives greater security [4]. 

 Biometric authentication is also a problem when the biometric templates have not been stated and used 
securely. As stated in an innovative proposal for secure cloud authentication using encrypted biometric 
authentication scheme gives how to protect biometric templates using different types of encryption schemes [5].  
If the template is secured then no one can compromise the biometric authentication module so it will increase the 
security of cloud environment [6].  In this paper along with biometric authentication, biometric encryption has 
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been used in the presence of cloud auditor. And the data protection 
biometric template. Such innovative 
number of consumers for using cloud environment.

 
Related Works: 

The reasons for the lack of trust against cloud are transparent access of data with
unauthorized usage of data. In order to overcome such problems lots and lots of literature 
reviewed from that many more encryption metho
accessed in cloud [10] [11]. Specifically in public
premise. For authentication and authorization already we have user names and passwords RFID cards barcode 
readers, phone and email messages and one time passwords, even biometrics is also there 
without possessing anything  and remembering anything. But templa
[12] [13]. In existing work cloud data have been protected by means of many types of encryption algorithms but 
key safety is the major concern since it has been passed in a un

Template protection can be carried out by adopting strong encryption algorithms but biometric template 
privacy is lost. In order to have both security and privacy in template protection the 
converted into data and it has to be encrypted while storage and transmission but template matching has to be 
done only on plain templates. Different
as protecting the authentication process
and vulnerable parts. In this BEBA protocol RSA encryption has been used in the template during transit since it 
is a public key encryption so key protection is very high. Blow fish encryption have been adopted in cloud data 
encryption and storage since it has enormous data blowfish computing speed is very high when comparing with 
other encryption methods.AES,3DES is used in template encryption durin
retrieval respectively . Such encryption algorithms are already available one but proper placement will give 
extensive security in template protection as well as cloud data security.   

 
Proposed work: 

The proposed work has been separated into four different parts i) Template protection by public key 
encryption ii) Template protection by private key encryption iii) key safety by encrypting with template data
key iv) Encrypting consumers data with protected key. Ou
multi cloud since it is a door step to access cloud and secured data storage in cloud. Cloud auditor plays a vital 
role in comparing the biometric template and rele

    

Fig. 1: Steps and algorithms used in BEBA protocol
 
 Fig.1 shows the proposed BEBA protocol we have used biometric finger print for authentication but it can 

be extended to any type of biometrics. The first two parts of proposed work that is i)
public key encryption    ii) Template protection by private key encryption have been broadly classified into two 
levels based upon their usage i) Enrolment ii) Authentication

In the enrolment level the cloud consumer has to give the
converted into template data. This template data is encrypted by public key encryption
provided by cloud authentication server. Then encrypted key is forwarded to cloud 
decrypted and again encrypted by private
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been used in the presence of cloud auditor. And the data protection keys have been safe guarded by using 
biometric template. Such innovative method will change the vision about cloud environment and 
number of consumers for using cloud environment. 

reasons for the lack of trust against cloud are transparent access of data with
usage of data. In order to overcome such problems lots and lots of literature 

that many more encryption methodologies have been adopted to protect data stored
. Specifically in public and hybrid cloud the valuable data has been processed in off 
and authorization already we have user names and passwords RFID cards barcode 

readers, phone and email messages and one time passwords, even biometrics is also there 
without possessing anything  and remembering anything. But template security is the major 

In existing work cloud data have been protected by means of many types of encryption algorithms but 
e major concern since it has been passed in a un trusted network. 

Template protection can be carried out by adopting strong encryption algorithms but biometric template 
privacy is lost. In order to have both security and privacy in template protection the biometric template has to be 
converted into data and it has to be encrypted while storage and transmission but template matching has to be 

templates. Different encryption algorithms have been used to protect data in the cloud as well 
protecting the authentication process but those encryption methodologies have to be used in proper locations 

In this BEBA protocol RSA encryption has been used in the template during transit since it 
protection is very high. Blow fish encryption have been adopted in cloud data 

encryption and storage since it has enormous data blowfish computing speed is very high when comparing with 
other encryption methods.AES,3DES is used in template encryption during storage , Key encryption for data key 
retrieval respectively . Such encryption algorithms are already available one but proper placement will give 
extensive security in template protection as well as cloud data security.    

work has been separated into four different parts i) Template protection by public key 
encryption ii) Template protection by private key encryption iii) key safety by encrypting with template data

iv) Encrypting consumers data with protected key. Our proposed methodology is suitable for both single and 
multi cloud since it is a door step to access cloud and secured data storage in cloud. Cloud auditor plays a vital 
role in comparing the biometric template and release of key and accessing of key.         

 
Steps and algorithms used in BEBA protocol 

proposed BEBA protocol we have used biometric finger print for authentication but it can 
be extended to any type of biometrics. The first two parts of proposed work that is i) Template protection by 
public key encryption    ii) Template protection by private key encryption have been broadly classified into two 
levels based upon their usage i) Enrolment ii) Authentication. 

In the enrolment level the cloud consumer has to give their finger print from that features are extracted and 
converted into template data. This template data is encrypted by public key encryption (RSA)
provided by cloud authentication server. Then encrypted key is forwarded to cloud authent

ncrypted by private key encryption (AES) and then stored in a cloud data base
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been safe guarded by using 
method will change the vision about cloud environment and increase the 

reasons for the lack of trust against cloud are transparent access of data with remote locations and 
usage of data. In order to overcome such problems lots and lots of literature surveys have been 

s have been adopted to protect data stored in cloud and 
and hybrid cloud the valuable data has been processed in off 

and authorization already we have user names and passwords RFID cards barcode 
readers, phone and email messages and one time passwords, even biometrics is also there for authentication 

te security is the major issue in biometrics 
In existing work cloud data have been protected by means of many types of encryption algorithms but 

Template protection can be carried out by adopting strong encryption algorithms but biometric template 
biometric template has to be 

converted into data and it has to be encrypted while storage and transmission but template matching has to be 
encryption algorithms have been used to protect data in the cloud as well 
but those encryption methodologies have to be used in proper locations 

In this BEBA protocol RSA encryption has been used in the template during transit since it 
protection is very high. Blow fish encryption have been adopted in cloud data 

encryption and storage since it has enormous data blowfish computing speed is very high when comparing with 
g storage , Key encryption for data key 

retrieval respectively . Such encryption algorithms are already available one but proper placement will give 

work has been separated into four different parts i) Template protection by public key 
encryption ii) Template protection by private key encryption iii) key safety by encrypting with template data as 

r proposed methodology is suitable for both single and 
multi cloud since it is a door step to access cloud and secured data storage in cloud. Cloud auditor plays a vital 

proposed BEBA protocol we have used biometric finger print for authentication but it can 
Template protection by 

public key encryption    ii) Template protection by private key encryption have been broadly classified into two 

ir finger print from that features are extracted and 
(RSA) [7] [8] with the key 

authentication server where is 
(AES) and then stored in a cloud data base [14] [15]. 
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Fig. 2: Enrollment 
 
In the authentication level the same steps like 

data reaches authentication server as shown in Fig.2
cloud data base and comparison will be taken place in decrypted mode with the presence of 
comparison is succeeded consumer is authenticated to access the cloud otherwise rejected.
process using key encryption and decryption process shown in Fig.3

 

Fig. 3: Authentication 
 

Fig. 4: Data Protection 
 
The key(Kd) which is used to encrypt the cloud consumers data will encrypted  by finger print template as 

key(Kk)16. After the authentication is completed the key (K
print template as key(Kk). Then cloud consumers valuable data will be encrypted by blowfish algorithm with the 
key Kd [17] and the result is shown in Fig.4
 
Protocol Design Description: 
A. Minutiae Extraction Algorithm:

1. In Client end gather multiple samples of biometric of User.
2. Feature vector Xi is calculated 
3. Situate the central core of the finger print.
4. Establish the x and y coordinates
5. The distance from each feature vector val
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In the authentication level the same steps like enrolment have to be carried out until the finger print template 
as shown in Fig.2. Then the equaling template data has been retrieved from 

cloud data base and comparison will be taken place in decrypted mode with the presence of 
comparison is succeeded consumer is authenticated to access the cloud otherwise rejected.
process using key encryption and decryption process shown in Fig.3  

 

 

key(Kd) which is used to encrypt the cloud consumers data will encrypted  by finger print template as 
. After the authentication is completed the key (Kd) which has been decrypted

Then cloud consumers valuable data will be encrypted by blowfish algorithm with the 
and the result is shown in Fig.4. 

: 
multiple samples of biometric of User. 
calculated from the given sample. 

the central core of the finger print. 
coordinates values of each feature vector. 

The distance from each feature vector value from core has been computed [21]. 

esearch. 12(2) February  

have to be carried out until the finger print template 
template data has been retrieved from 

cloud data base and comparison will be taken place in decrypted mode with the presence of cloud auditor [9]. If 
comparison is succeeded consumer is authenticated to access the cloud otherwise rejected. The Authentication 

key(Kd) which is used to encrypt the cloud consumers data will encrypted  by finger print template as 
) which has been decrypted (3DES) [18] by finger 

Then cloud consumers valuable data will be encrypted by blowfish algorithm with the 
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6. (x,y) and distance D is jointly called as minutiae. 

 
Fig. 5: Finger print image with its features 

 
Fig.5 shows the sample image of finger print model represented with features. 
 

B. RSA Algorithm: 
Key Generation 
1. Choose two prime no’s p & q 
2. Calculate  n=pq 
3. Calculate  m = (p-1)(q-1) 
4. Choose  any number  e<m specified that it is co-prime to m, i.e gcd(e,m) =1 
5. Calculate d such way that de mod m = 1 ,  i.e. d = e-1 mod m 
6. The public key is {e,n) 
The private key is {d,n} [16]. 
Encryption: 
Plaintext=M  ,  M<n 
Ciphertext = C 
C = Me mod n 
Decryption: 
Ciphertext = C 

  Plaintext = M 
  M= Cd mod n 
 

C. Advanced Encryption Standard(AES): 
AES relies on a design principle referred to as a substitution-permutation network, combination of each 

substitution and permutation, and is quick in each software system and hardware. In contrast to its forerunner 
DES, AES doesn't use a Feistel network. AES could be a variant of Rijndael that includes a fixed block size of 
128 bits, and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits. Against this, the Rijndael specification as such is nominal with 
block and key sizes which will be any multiple of 32 bits, each with a least of 128 and a most of 256 bits [15]. 
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Fig. 6: AES Encryption and Decryption 

 
Fig.6 shows the AES works on a 4×4 column-major order matrix of bytes, termed the status ,though some 

versions of Rijndael have a greater block size and have extra columns within the state. Most AES calculations are 
exhausted a special finite field. 

The key range used for an AES cipher specifies the amount of repetitions of conversion rounds that convert 
the input, referred to as the plaintext, into the ultimate output, known as the cipher text. the amount of cycles of 
repetition are as follows: 

• 10 rounds for 128-bit keys. 
• 12 rounds for 192-bit keys. 
• 14 rounds for 256-bit keys. 
Each round consists of many process steps, each containing four similar however completely different stages, 

together with one that depends on the cryptography key itself. a collection of reverse rounds are applied to 
remodel cipher text back to the initial plaintext using identical encoding key. 

 
D. Blow Fish Algorithm: 

 

  ] 
Fig. 7: Blowfish Algorithm 
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Blowfish uses an over sized sub keys [17]. The key is to be calculated before the encryption or decryption of 
knowledge. Blowfish is a Feistel network algorithmic program enforced (Feistel Network), that consists 
of sixteen rounds as shown in Fig.7. Input is 64-bit components, X. For groove Blowfish encryption algorithmic 
program with the strategy represented below: 

1. Form P-array initials as many as 18 units (P1, P2, P18 ..............) Missing each 32-bit value.   Array P 
consists of eighteen 32-bit key sub key:   P1, P2, ......., P18  

2. Form S-box by 4 pieces each worth 32-bit with input 256. Four 32-bit S-boxes each having 256 entries:  
S1, 0, S1, 1, ...................., S1, 255  
S2, 0, S2, 1, ...................., S2, 255  
S3, 0, S3, 1, ...................., S3, 255  
S4, 0, S4, 1, ...................., S4, 255  
3. Plaintext to be encrypted is assumed as input, Plaintext is taken as 64-bit, and if less than 64-bit then we 

add bit, so that in later operations in accordance with the data.  
4. Results decision was divided by 2, the first 32-bit called XL, 32-bit the second is called XR.  
5. Next do the operation xor XL = XL and XR Pi = F (XL) xor XR  
6. The results of the above operation be exchanged XL XR and XR to XL.  
7. Do it 16 times, the 16th iteration do another exchange process XL and XR.  
8. In the process of doing surgery for 17 XR = XR xor P17 and P18 xor XL = XL.  
9. The last process re-XL and XR unite to become 64-bit back. 
 

E. Triple DES[22]: 
Triple DES uses a "key bundle" that comprises three DES keys, K1, K2 and K3, each of 56 bits The 

encryption algorithm is: 
Cipher text = EK3(DK2(EK1(plaintext))) 
I.e., DES encrypt with K1, DES decrypt with K2, then DES encrypt with K3. 
Decryption is the reverse: 
Plain text = DK1(EK2(DK3(cipher text))) 
I.e., decrypt with K3, encrypt with K2, then decrypt with K1. 
Each triple encryption encrypts one block of 64 bits of data. 
 

F. Matching Algorithm[21]: 
1. Image can be in any angle it will do the matching. 
2. 2:Matching has been done with the core of the image first. 
3. Distance can be calculated by using 
4. (X1-X2)2 + (Y1-Y2)2.(Distance from core to the features) 
5. Cos and sin values of the angle has been taken for 
matching in the curvature. 
6. Store compared results in the match count. 
7. Then compare the match count with minimum 
Threshold. 

 
Result Analysis: 

The above discussed BEBA protocols have been implemented and all the experiments were done on an Intel 
Pentium dual core processor, with 2GB RAM and 160GB hard disk. In the software requirements wise windows 
XP operating system has been used. For front end designing purpose Visual studio 2008, and for back end data 
storage purpose MySQL 5.0 has been used. The development language Java has been used. For RSA, AES, 
3DES,and Blowfish We used open source software codes from internet. For test data we used Biometrics ideal 
test website with the URL of http://biometrics.idealtest.org [19].  

 

 
Fig. 8: Test data 
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For cloud hosting layer shift(www.layershift.com) free cloud storage have been used with 15 days validity. 
In this implementation we have succeeded with the all  parameters like template protection, user privacy, security,  
trust between client and server, cloud data protection , cloud authentication etc. The test data what we have used 
is obtained from http://www.csee.wvu.edu/ which has thousand different finger prints. The sample test data has 
been shown in Fig.8. 

 

 

 
Fig. 9: False Acceptance rate and False rejection rate Graphs 

 
The Fig.9 shows the result analysis has two portions one is false acceptance rate which gives falsely 

accepting invalid user.And another one is false rejection rate which gives falsely rejecting valid user. In both the 
results we have tested hunred different fingerprints in eight different iterations in which we got improved results 
when comparing with the existing work.This result indicates the proposed work improves the security along with 
reduces false acceptance rate and false rejection rate. 
 
Conclusion: 

The above said BEBA protocol uses four different types of encryption algorithms each has some unique 
features based upon the place where it has been used. By implementing BEBA protocol the trust of cloud usage 
will be increased drastically. Though the authentication is very much secure enough it reduces identity theft, un 
authorized access, Denial of service etc. And Data breaches and data protection is maintained by Encryption with 
double protected key usage. And also Security, Privacy of data will be protected.   

In future the same work can be carried out with differennt biometrics, since we used finger print with 
different encryption algorithms and more number of cloud servers. The levels of key encryption can also be 
increased if we need greater security. Not only it will be used in cloud environment but it can be used in the 
situations where we need greater security and increased use of authention.  
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